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All of the amazing sights and sounds of Epcot are at your fingertips. All the Disney icons look fantastic, the signature "Doin' the Buibody" is inspired and the sound is spot on. Horizons Winamp Skin Features: • Skyline Bar: This skin is designed to blend well with many skins. You can change it's color to fit your own taste. This is not limited to just blue, you can change it to
any color you like. • A Skin for the Memory: If you want to view the Disney.tv website without having the Horizons Winamp Skin you can click here to download a skin for your Windows Media Player. • Metro: If you have the Metro skin, this skin will be in sync with it. • Downloading Notes: We will be updating this skin regularly, so if you want to be updated with the

newest versions you will need to download the newest version, or if you don't want to download the newest version you can always go to the "Downloads" page and download the old versions of this skin. • Credits: All the great credits go out to the artist who created this skin. • Copyright: This skin was designed for personal use only, we do not intend to sell it. It's licensed for
free, so there is no copyright infringment and it can be used for any purposes you like. We think the skin looks great on winamp, so we hope you like it. Please Report Bugs and Suggestions: Please email us if you find a bug, or just have a suggestion for future improvements. Also please let us know if you use the skin, if you do, would you like to get a log of this skin? If you
like this skin, give us a vote by clicking the stars near the right side of this skin. The Winamp 2 Skin Windows Media Player skin. The Winamp 2 Skin is designed to look great with a variety of skins. With the skin activated you will find the logo for the Winamp 2 Media Player skin. Horizons Winamp Skin Features: • All of the amazing sights and sounds of Epcot are at your

fingertips. • All the Disney icons look fantastic. • The main stage of the Horizon: The World of Motion is great, it's a great addition to the main stage. • Metro: If you have the Metro skin, this skin will be in sync with it.
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* OnPlayRecognition: Play all music on the spot. * Autoplay: Play music one after another. * Repeat: Repeat Playtime once again. * Numpad: Change number of playtime. * Auto: Control to the automatic playback setting. * Folder: Auto play music by its folder. * Cdrom: Auto play music by CD. * CommandLine: Auto play music by the given command. * Random:
Random play music. * Speed: Change the speed of music. * Menu: Back to the main menu. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * Random: Play music randomly. * Menu: Back to the main menu. * Numpad: Change number of playtime. * Auto: Control to
the automatic playback setting. * Auto: Control to the automatic playback setting. * Cdrom: Auto play music by CD. * Random: Random play music. * Menu: Back to the main menu. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music.

* Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause
music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the previous song. * PlayPause: Play or pause music. * Next: Go to the next song. * Prev: Go to the 77a5ca646e
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The skin was designed based on the concept of moving the Walt Disney pavilion to meet the new Horizons riding pavilion. The pavilion is out of order in real life, however, so the skin "fixes" that. The skin begins with a white background, which then "adds" a horizon to the left side of the screen. The layout is very similar to the original, and it's colors are pure white, deep
blue, and yellow. The pavilion is drawn as an overgrown, random forest. The horizons feature is very accurate, and it includes a small view of the ride, and a view of the Florida landscape. What's New in this Release: - Fixed a bug with the fade effect when moving the player, and a bug in the preview that would turn green when moving the player Details: 1.00 JadeWinamp
Skin is a free winamp skin for all the Jade fans. Pavilions in the Jade Kingdom are all of a single color, with green or yellow sunrises and sunsets. Description: The skin was designed to mimic the concept of the pavilions in the Jade Kingdom. As with the original, the skin begins with a white background, which is then "added" green to the right side of the screen. This design
is more round, as are the other original pavilions. As with the original, the skin has a 5 piece gradient, however this one is all yellow and blue. As with the original, the theme is based around the concept of a Chinese landscape, with a view of the beaches to the left side of the screen, and a view of the sky. What's New in this Release: - Fixed a bug that made the horizontal
gradient go all the way to the left edge of the skin Details: 1.00 JadeWinamp Skin is a free winamp skin for all the Jade fans. Pavilions in the Jade Kingdom are all of a single color, with green or yellow sunrises and sunsets. Description: The skin was designed to mimic the concept of the pavilions in the Jade Kingdom. As with the original, the skin begins with a white
background, which is then "added" green to the right side of the screen. This design is more round, as are the other original pavilions. As with the original, the skin has a 5 piece gradient, however this one is all yellow and

What's New in the Horizons Winamp Skin?

Horizons Winamp Skin Features: Horizons Winamp Skin has been designed for all the Disney fans. Features include: - Horizontal navigation (Sidebar) - Quick access to the famous icons - Classic Mode Support - Windows Vista Support - Watermark and Logos Support - Plenty of Icons - Preset Management - Lots of Background Images - Free Winamp Skin - Horizontal
Navigation Support - Winamp Skin Options - Fix some issues with Vista - Update of Winamp Skin Categories and Templates. - Complete support for the Spanish language. - Fix some other issues with Winamp skin settings. - Fix for sound icons. Download Horizons Winamp Skin Horizons Winamp Skin Free Reviews No votes yet Comments comments Tags horizons
winamp skin by 21.01.2006 an average Recommended by 31.01.2006 A must have for any winamp user Recommended by 30.01.2006 By the way is that any way to make it play like it was if you buy it? Recommended by 29.01.2006 Great Recommended by 29.01.2006 Beautiful skin. Recommended by 22.01.2006 Great skin. Recommended by 22.01.2006 as beautiful as
the Horizons Pavillion but a lot better. Recommended by 21.01.2006 Omg that is so cool Recommended by 20.01.2006 Took me a while to figure out how to get the buttons to work. But now that I found it's pretty much the same as the Horizons Pavillion. That's cool! Recommended by 19.01.2006 I love this winamp skin. In addition to the hours of fun I have with it, I have
finally found a way to play winamp videos of the Horizons pavillion in my desktop. This is so cool. by 17.01.2006 Horizons Winamp Skin is a free winamp skin for all the Disney fans. Disney's Horizons Pavillion was one of the most memorable icons of Epcot Center. Although it has been removed from Epcot, you can now move it to your Winamp player. Horizons Winamp
Skin Description: Horizons Winamp Skin Features: Horizons Winamp Skin has been designed for all the Disney fans. Features include: - Horizontal navigation (Sidebar) - Quick access to the famous icons - Classic Mode Support - Windows Vista Support - Watermark and Logos Support - Plenty of Icons - Preset Management - Lots of Background
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 98/NT/ME/2000/XP/Vista/7/8 CPU: Pentium 2.0 GHz RAM: 64 MB DirectX: 9.0c DirectX compatible sound card: CD-ROM drives are recommended for sound card support. Processor: Intel Pentium MHz: 2.0 GHz Cores: 1 1GB RAM: 8GB Disk: DACs: 2.0 + 2.0
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